
211

“All units be advised, we have a 211 in progress. Repeat, armed robbery in
progress.”

The Crew: 
“I got something lined up. Just need the right people for it.”

To make your violent criminal, choose name and look. Assign points to 
Hard, Skill, Grift, Brains and Efficiency so they total +0 (min -2, max +2;
min efficiency -3, max efficiency -1). Choose 2 improvements.

Hard:
min -2, max +3

Skill:
min -2, max +3

Grift:
min -2, max +3

Brains:
min -2, max +3

Efficiency:
min -3, max +0

Harm:
fine | [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] | dying

Wounds:
[ ] unstable (harm over time)
[ ] crippling pain (tricky to act)
[ ] disabling (-1 ongoing)
[ ] unconscious
[ ] tough (requires improvement)

Name:

Look:

Gear:

Experience: [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
When you mark your fifth experience, erase and improve.

Improvements:
[ ] Hardened: +1 Hard (max +3)
[ ] Deft: +1 Skill (max +3)
[ ] Smooth: +1 Grift (max +3)
[ ] Sharp: +1 Brains (max +3)
[ ] Efficient: +1 Efficiency (max+0)
[ ] Experienced: +1 any stat (max 
+3, efficiency max +0)
[ ] Tough: Additional wound, with 
no side effect.
[ ] Professional: Advance 2 moves.

[ ] Career Criminal: Advance 2 
moves.
[ ] Slush Funds: +1 free resource 
point each job.
[ ] Connected: +1 free resource 
point each job.
[ ] Good Contacts: Get some free 
intel in planning.
[ ] Influential: +1 to 
support/fuck over and hired NPCs 
will be better equipped.

[ ] Too Old For This Shit: Retire your character to safety.

The Plan:
“One last job. What could go wrong?”

When you scrape together resources, roll+Grift.
On a 10+, take 3 resource points to spend this job. On a 7-9, take 2 
resource points.
On a miss, take 1 resource point.

When you gather intel, establish what intel you’re gathering and 
roll+Brains.
On a 10+, you get good intel. On a 7-9, pay a higher price (spend 1 
resource point) or the intel may be faulty or incomplete.
On a miss, if you want anything, you can pay a higher price for intel 
that’s faulty or incomplete. Otherwise you get nothing.

Intel Examples (ask a question, get an answer; the more specific the 
question the more specific the answer):
“I want to know about the ways in and out, entrances and possible escape 
routes.”
“I’m looking into the route the train is taking.”
“I’m interested in the people involved.”
“I want to know more about the security systems at the museum.”
“I'm going to look into the police investigation. Are they on to us?”
“I want to get some floor plans of the hospital.”
“I'm going to get more details on the location of the gold.”

Gear:

Basic gear (choose any, but you’ll have to carry it):
Handgun, knife, cell phone (burner), street clothes (to look), backpack, 
dufflebag, mask, lockpicks, bolt cutters, flashlight, rope, anything else 
easily, cheaply and untraceably acquirable.

Advanced gear, etc. (1 resource point each, the GM will specify quantity 
of items received):
[ ] one or two assault weapons, a couple bulletproof vests.
[ ] 3 - 4 assault weapons.
[ ] 3 - 4 bulletproof vests.
[ ] 5 - 6 light weapons.
[ ] one or two heavy weapons.
[ ] 3 - 4 explosives.
[ ] Suppressors (enough).
[ ] Advanced first aid supplies.
[ ] Covert radios.
[ ] A couple vehicles.
[ ] Specialised equipment (ie, spoof a specific security system, perform a 
specific task).
[ ] A couple extra guys (1 specialty each and basic gear).
[ ] A specialist with specialty gear.
[ ] Disguise (with a way in).
[ ] Equipment drop.
[ ] Inside help (with one specific task).



Planning:
Before the job, make the plan using whatever resources and intel you 
have. Unexpected things will happen and the plan will go to hell, but 
until it does you'll get a bonus for following it. Modifying or fixing the
plan during the action is possible, but it takes time and this is a free 
chance to lay it out. Be aware that in the plan context is key. It's not 
just about knowing what to do and when, but also knowing what context 
you'll be doing it in. The bonus comes from having planned for the 
situation as much as it does having planned a course of action. As such 
small bumps and doubts might not ruin the plan as a whole, but can be 
enough to take away the bonus. The plan itself is fragile, and accounting
for too many possibilities invites uncertainty.

Betrayal:
Players betraying their crew (the other players) is totally cool and can 
happen (cons and crowd control might convince hired NPCs to your side).
To deal with the fallout after the job you might treat a betrayal as 
retiring the character. Don’t retire them to safety though, let them 
become an NPC open to potential retribution by remnants of the old crew.

Weapons and gear:

Handgun (2-harm close loud)
Knife (2-harm hand)
Bulletproof vest (1-armour)

Light Weapons:
Submachine gun / machine pistol (2-harm close auto loud)
Sawed-off (3-harm close reload messy)
Magnum (3-harm close reload loud)
Hunting Rifle (2-harm far loud)
Stun gun (s-harm hand reload)

Assault Weapons:
Assault rifle (3-harm close auto loud)
Combat Shotgun (3-harm close messy breach/light)

Heavy Weapons:
Machine gun (3-harm close/far area messy)
Grenade Launcher (4-harm close area messy reload)
Sniper Rifle (4-harm far loud)

Explosives:
Grenade (4-harm thrown area messy expend)
Flashbang (s-harm thrown area loud expend)
Breaching Charge (applied messy breach/heavy expend)
High Explosives (6-harm applied area loud expend destructive)
Rocket launcher/rocket (5-harm far backblast area messy expend)

Other Gear:
Riot gear or like heavy SWAT level body armour (2-armour)
Suppressor (-loud)

The Action:
“It's crime time, motherfuckers.”

When you make a dedicated effort to hurt someone, inflict harm.

When you expose yourself to fire, suffer harm.

Until something unexpected happens, take +1 ongoing while following 
the plan.

When you act against a clock, add your efficiency to any rolls you 
make.

When you take a hit, mark off wounds, one less than the amount of harm 
you take (no wounds if you only take 1 harm).

When you reach 6 harm, choose 1:
-You’re out of action, dying but still alive (you’ll be fine if 
someone saves you).
-You go out in a blaze of glory (do one final action, then you die).

When you are stunned or in crippling pain, any serious action is 
tricky, unless you're committed to a fight and let your adrenaline carry 
you through (spend a hold).

When you commit to a fight, roll+hard.
On a 10+, hold 3. On a 7-9, hold 1.
Throughout the engagement, spend your hold 1-for-1 to:

-Inflict greater harm (+1 harm).
-Suffer less harm (-1 harm).
-Lay down suppressing fire.
-Fight through the pain (or stun).
-Force your way (as in past an obstacle), or seize an opportunity.

On a miss, the violence overwhelms you.

When you do something tricky, roll+skill.
On a 10+, you get it done and it’s fine. On a 7-9, you get it done, but 
there’s complications.
On a miss, it all goes wrong.

When you run a con, set up your scheme and roll+grift.
On a 10+, the con's solid and they'll go along with it. On a 7-9, their 
confidence is not assured; going through with it will mean a hard choice
and you might not make off with the entire take.
On a miss, the con’s a bust.

When you scope the scene and the status of the plan, roll+brains.
On a 10+, you get a clear view of the situation and a couple followup 
questions. On a 7-9, you get a basic view of the situation.
Then, on a hit, you may modify, confirm or re-establish the plan.
On a miss, the plan goes to hell, the plan stalls, or you just can’t get a 
good read.



When you control a crowd (or a person), roll.
-If you have a gun, take +1.
-If you have a high caliber weapon, take +1.
-If they’re at your mercy, take +1.
-If you’ve shown you’re serious, take +1.
-If you don’t have enough coverage, take -1.
-If they don’t understand you, take -1.
-If they’re in a panic, take -1.

On a 10+, they’re under control and do what you want. On a 7-9, without 
further convincing they’re hesitant, don’t all listen, or don’t quite do 
what you want.
On a miss, they’re out of control.

When you support or fuck over your buddy, roll.
-If they trust you, take +1.
-If you’re influential, take +1.
-If you’re better at what they’re doing, take +1.

On a hit, you give them +1 or -2 to their roll (they can only get this 
bonus or penalty once per move, even if multiple people help or 
interfere). On a 7-9, you’re also exposed to danger, retribution or cost.
On a miss, you’re exposed to danger, retribution or cost without helping 
or interfering.

Advanced Moves:

Commit to a fight: On a 12+, hold 5.
Do something tricky: On a 12+, you excel and take +1 forward.
Run a con: On a 12+,  they give more than you expected to take.
Scope the scene: On a 12+, full view of the scene with detailed answers 
to a few followup questions, and take +1 forward to follow the plan.
Crowd control: On a 12+, they’re controlled, cooperative and will 
remain docile.
Support/fuck over your buddy: On a 12+, your buddy gets an automatic 
hit (12+), or miss.

The Wrap Up:
“We're done here. Let's get gone.”

After the job, mark experience...
...1-to-1 for the rating of the job, if the job was successful.
...if you made off with the entire take.
...if you made off with extra.
...for each complication you faced.
...if you were betrayed (by a player character).

The Set Up (GM):
“We have confirmation of multiple suspects. They are heavily armed and 
may have hostages.”

Set up a job at the start of play. Give it a rating, choose security systems
and throw in a few complications.

A complete job might look like this:

The Score: Holdup an armoured van transporting cash across town.
The Stakes: Money's all there is, and the van's guaranteed to have at 
least a few million.
The Rating: 2
The Security: Guards. The money's in an armoured van (which is both 
mobile and secure).
The Complications: The goods are heavy (like, 15 million in cash heavy).
Another crew is planning to hit the van at the same time. Those thugs you 
hired as muscle are unreliable.

The Score: A fancy gala at the museum means a particularly valuable gem 
will be on display.
The Stakes: Steal the gem. It might be possible to fence some of the other 
museum pieces. There will be many rich people at the gala; rob them for 
some extra on the side.
The Rating: 4
The Security: Guards. CCTV. Pressure alarms on the museum displays. 
Motion alarms on the museum entrances. Gala is special invite only.
The Complications: A lot of stragglers in the crowd. A couple heroes in 
the mix.

The Score: A local crime boss has set up a meet to buy some weapons off a 
black market arms dealer. Steal the money, the weapons, or both.
The Stakes: The cash money is the primary concern. Making off with an 
entire shipment of illegal arms could earn you a little extra.
The Rating: 3
The Security: Guards, heavily armed. The area around the meet is booby 
trapped.
The Complications: An undercover cop has infiltrated the arms dealer's 
crew. A few of the crime boss's thugs have twitchy trigger fingers.

All factors (security, complications, etc) of a job should be determined 
before the action begins. This doesn't mean you should plan what will 
happen (you shouldn't), just know what pieces are available to be put into
play. Security and complications are like your arsenal, elements you can
use to escalate the danger and difficulty. The crew should theoretically 
be able to plan for all elements of the job, if they know about them (they 
probably won't, particularly complications).

Before beginning, clearly establish the stakes of the job. The crew 
should know what they're after. If it's appropriate, establish some extra 
goals that the players might go after as a bonus.



You can give the crew an option between a couple jobs, just tell them 
straight up 'this is the job', or whatever (narratively the job may come 
from a contact they have, rumours, etc).

Start the crew with some very basic intel about the score. Leave it up to 
them to gather more. The crew might have free resources (and maybe free 
extra intel) from improvements, and they can attempt to gather more 
during preparations. If you feel the situation warrants it, you might 
decide to give them some additional intel or resources as part of the job 
description (if you do, consider adjusting the rating down a notch or so).
Including allies like this can be a good way to force the crew to work 
with NPCs (reliable or otherwise).

Give the crew an opportunity to prepare before they go into the action. 
Use the resource and intel gathering moves to quickly cover the 
preparations without going into too much detail. Establish that these 
moves take serious time. A single character might only have time to make 
one such move during their preparations, reflecting the dedicated 
effort involved.

Once the crew has a job and have done their preparations, give them an 
opportunity to come up with a basic plan using the intel and resources 
they have available.

The plan itself is fragile and should break easily. Take away the bonus 
for the slightest bumps and don't let fixing it be trivial (they have to 
scope the scene). Generally, if the crew ends up making a move that 
doesn't get the plan bonus, it's a good sign something unexpected has 
happened and they'll need to scope the scene and the status of the plan to 
make sure everything's still good. Planning to just walk into a room and 
do something is very different if you end up having to pick the lock 
first. The plan is all about certainty and context, not just a course of 
action. Hacking a vault is very different from hacking a vault while 
under fire, and planning for one means the other is unexpected (applies 
both ways). This kind of planning takes a bit of effort, so simply saying 
you're going to go jack a car and then doing it may be a plan, but it's not 
'the plan'.

The Score:
“What the hell? You said this was an easy mark!”

Give the job a numeric rating, with a higher rating corresponding to a 
higher difficulty (use a soft scale of 1 to 5 as a starting base, but feel 
free to push beyond that as appropriate). The rating will roughly 
determine the number of security systems present.

The stakes of a job could be cash, or it could be any other sort of 
valuable to be fenced later, such as art, artifacts, drugs, gold, museum 
pieces, jewels, jewelry, weapons. It could even be people or important 
documents for ransoming. It's also possible for the crew to pick up odd 
jobs; crimes involving something other than robbery.

Jobs (examples):
-Steal cash or other valuables from a bank vault.
-Steal from a bank while its security systems are being refitted.
-Hijack or holdup an armoured van.
-Multiple armoured vans are being loaded at a single bank 
branch. Steal the cash being loaded into them.
-A train robbery. Steal some goods from the cargo cars or rob one 
of the passengers.
-Hold up a party of rich folk, or crack into a safe while they're 
all distracted.
-Steal from a casino.
-An exchange of money and illegal goods is going down. Steal the 
money and/or the goods.
-Steal the ransom money when the kidnappers and the victim's 
family attempt the exchange.
-A large quantity of illegal goods are being shipped. Take them.
-Kidnap someone.
-A hit. Perform a bit of hired murder.
-Smuggling. Get something illegal across the border.
-Break someone out of a prison transport.
-Break into a police station and steal some vital evidence.

The Security:
“Where'd all these fucking cops come from? We didn't trip any alarms!”

Choose at least one major security system per point of rating. A single 
security system might be something basic, like guards, secure vaults, or 
motion detectors. It could also be an upgrade of another system, like 
better weapons for the guards, or extra heavy doors on the vaults. Go 
ahead and add any sort of minor security systems you feel are 
appropriate to the situation; these are things that aren't really a big 
deal, but would make sense to have present.

Security (examples):
Systems
-Guards
-Perimeter alarms
-Silent alarms
-Motion detectors
-Secure vaults
-Seismic alarms
-CCTV
-Booby traps
Upgrades
-More guards
-Better armed guards
-Extra heavy vault doors



The Complications:
“No, shut the fuck up! You set us up! You motherfucker! You say one more 
fucking word and your head's gonna have a new hole in it!”

Throw in a few complications. You should make sure to include at least 
one or two. Adding complications will make the job harder, but also make 
things more interesting. Establish (in secret) what complications are in 
play when you set up the job. Throughout the action you can hint at the 
complications before they come into play, and you might even hint or 
straight up reveal some complications as part of the crew's intel 
gathering in the planning stage, if appropriate. It might even make 
sense for certain complications to be well known enough that they're 
basically part of the job description.

Be careful not to have your complications make the job futile from the 
outset. A complication that means the job will result in complete failure
regardless of the crew's action is a bad complication. Good 
complications offer at least some chance to be dealt with or avoided.

If a chosen complication turns out to be irrelevant to the situation or 
the crew has avoided it through luck or careful planning, then don't be 
afraid to just drop it. If it doesn't affect the crew and they don't end up 
facing it, that's fine, and you shouldn't try to force a complication that 
doesn't fit.

Complications (examples):
-More people (civilians) than expected.
-The crowds are particularly prone to panic.
-There's a couple people who think they're heroes.
-There's a lot of stragglers; good luck keeping track of everyone.
-No one speaks your language.
-Higher security than expected.
-An unrelated emergency breaks out, alerting authorities.
-An unrelated VIP with a security detail happens to be on the 
scene.
-The goods are heavier than expected.
-The crew receives shoddy equipment.
-Some of the crew's contacts don't come through (missing some 
resources).
-Some or all of the goods are missing.
-There's construction happening at the scene.
-The job includes absolutely no basic intel.
-Something important is not where the intel said.
-Preparations need to be rushed (planning moves are done against
a clock).
-Another crew is hitting the same score.
-Local armed vigilantes are watching the score.
-A few police are already on the scene for unrelated business.
-The goods are rigged with explosives.
-The job is a setup.
-A hired crew member is planning a double cross.
-Someone the crew cheated wants revenge.

The Heat:
“Officer down! Officer Down! In need of immediate assistance!”

Make the Heat a very real threat to the crew and always remember that 
they are part of your arsenal. The police do take a brief time to respond 
once alerted, and this can give the crew time to react or avoid them. Once
they are on the scene, however, make the police smart, competent and 
dangerous. Bring in more of their available resources as things 
escalate. Don't forget that the use of lethal force is a last resort used to 
save lives. Saving civilians is a priority and if possible they will 
apprehend suspects alive, unless provoked otherwise.

The police are an ever present threat and once alerted can quickly 
complicate a situation and provide a steady escalation of conflict. With 
time this will push any plan toward it's breaking point. Police response 
might include cordons and simple patrol cars as first responders, later 
followed by negotiators (in a hostage situation) and SWAT teams. 
Helicopters in particularly well equipped police forces can be quickly 
mobilised to monitor a scene from the air, making escape difficult.

If some element of the crew persists across multiple jobs, then it's likely
the police will begin some sort of ongoing investigation into their 
activities. High profile and messy jobs are especially likely to 
instigate some sort of ongoing heat, particularly if the crew does little 
to cover their tracks. After a series of violent heists the case might 
even go federal.

Ongoing heat might simply result in a stronger and more aggressive 
police presence on jobs. Additionally, you could throw a couple extra 
police related complications into the mix.

Police complications (examples):
-An undercover cop has infiltrated the crew.
-The cops are tipped off by an informant while the job is 
underway.
-One of the crew is being tailed by the police.



The People (NPCs):
“Oh god, no. Please no. Don't shoot me. Please, don't shoot me. Don't. 
Please.”

Make them real.

NPCs and Harm:

1 harm: wounded, probably still going.
2 harm: might take them down, but they probably won't be dying soon.
3 harm: down and probably dying, but likely not dead yet.
4 harm: dead.

Emphasise the violence by leaving NPCs screaming or otherwise making a 
scene as they expire. Have bystanders get caught in the crossfire and 
show the players the collateral damage they've caused. Note that it's 
easier to leave an NPC dying than to kill them outright. They're durable 
enough to be given slow and messy deaths by most weapons, rather than 
immediate, and may still cause problems on their way out (even if it's 
just a commotion).

Remember, the players may be the protagonists, but they're not the good 
guys.

Fighting in groups:

If they outnumber you by an overwhelming amount, you inflict -2 
harm.

If they outnumber you by a significant amount, you inflict -1 harm.

If you outnumber them by a significant amount, you inflict +1 harm.

If you outnumber them by an overwhelming amount, you inflict +2 
harm.

2 against 1 might be significant depending on the situation. 3 against 1 
is definitely significant. 6 against 5 isn't, but 8 against 5 would be. 4 
or 5 against 1 is probably overwhelming. Play it as feels right based on 
the circumstances, and feel free to lessen or ramp the harm up more if the
situation warrants.

Harm to groups works more or less like harm to an individual, but the 
results apply to the group as a whole, as a single entity, not to the 
individual members of the group. You can roughly use the individual NPC 
harm rules as a guideline to how harm should affect a group. So, say, 3 
harm would seriously impact a group's fighting capability and 4 harm 
would cripple it.

The Extra: Addendum

211 is meant to be a lighter weight rpg good for 1 or 2 sessions. You can 
keep a crew going for longer, if you like. The rules for character 
advancement are there, but they're not particularly deep.

The Basics:
The rules as written expect a bit of familiarity with Apocalypse World 
(upon which this game is based) and how some of its systems work. Here's 
some quick basics though. Playing the game is a conversation. As a 
player, just say what your character does. As the GM, don't plan what will 
happen, play to find out what happens. To make a move, you have to say 
what your character is doing. If you say your character does something 
that fits one of the moves, then you're making that move. When told to 
roll, it's two dice (six-sided) added together plus whatever else you're 
told to add, usually a stat. 7 and up is a hit. 10+ is a strong hit (you get 
what you want), 7-9 is a weak hit (you get what you want but there's 
complications). A 6 or less is a miss, which means things get worse. +1 
forward means +1 to your very next roll, whatever it is. +1 ongoing means 
+1 to all your rolls while the condition applies. If a move gives you 
hold, spend it on options from that move throughout the given situation.

Cash:
A standard US paper banknote of any denomination weighs approximately 
1 gram. This means that US$1 million in $100 bills will weigh 10kg or 
roughly 22 pounds and could comfortably fill a briefcase.

Firefights:
When someone commits to a fight they are generally starting a firefight 
(though it could be a knife fight or whatever). The commit to a fight 
move represents their control over the ongoing situation. When no 
specific actions are being undertaken, everyone is generally assumed to 
just be keeping their heads down behind cover, firing off occasional 
shots to no real effect and reloading when they need to. Within this 
basic situation players might take specific action to do things such as 
maneuver, make dedicated efforts to hurt someone, spend a hold to lay 
down some suppressing fire, etc. NPCs too are not generally expected to 
be passive; expect them to take advantage of opportunities, vie for 
better positions and exploit tactical blunders. Regardless of what 
happens within, a fight with guns means bullets in the air. Things can 
get chaotic and it can be hard to keep a good grasp on what's going on 
when you're busy trying to keep your head out of the line of fire. Being 
out in the open is not a good idea and doing something like making a 
dedicated effort to take someone out will probably mean exposing 
yourself to fire, unless you have a clearly advantageous position. 
Collateral damage is also likely, particularly with violent criminals 
who probably don't care if civilians are caught in the crossfire.

Cons and Threats:
A con is short for a confidence trick. It involves deceiving someone by 
gaining their confidence; tricking them into trusting you. Crowd 
control is about forcing people to comply via threats of violence.



Coverage:
Coverage, in terms of crowd control, means having enough firepower to 
effectively threaten everyone you're trying to control. Unarmed people 
are generally easier to cover than armed.

First Aid:
First aid, if possible, could allow a crew member to remove one wound 
(you generally can't recover harm on a job). Improvised first aid is 
definitely tricky, and might not be possible at all depending on the 
situation. The advanced first aid equipment option would be the sort of 
first aid kit a combat medic might carry, fully stocked with pain killers
and the like and ready to deal with gunshot wounds.

Efficiency:
Efficiency, and the associated move, is a way to represent the pressures 
of doing something under time constraints without requiring any extra 
rolls. Simply the presence of a clock, even if it's not immediately 
pressing, might be enough to bring the need to be efficient into play and 
it's not always about simply trying to do things fast. The possible stat 
range for efficiency has been shifted down relative to the other stats. 
It's impossible to get better while doing something under time pressure, 
and taking no penalty is exceptional (like having a +3 elsewhere)

Custom Moves:
As usual, if special circumstances in a job or a complication warrants 
some sort of custom move, go ahead and make one.

Here's a custom move you can use if you want. It pertains to hired npc 
crew members who might be a little unreliable or untrustworthy. This 
will change how dealing with them plays out.

When you exert control over a hired hand, roll+grift.
On a 10+, they fall into line.
On a 7-9, they either fall into line or do one of the following:

-They stall and freeze up.
-They stall and argue with you.
-They get out of your way.

On a miss, you can fuck right off.

Here's a couple more. You could add them in as a way to change the 
dynamics of the base game or have them as possible improvements.

When you control the crowds (or a person), roll+hard instead of 
rolling with the circumstantial bonuses.
When you support or fuck over your buddy, roll+brains instead of 
rolling with the circumstantial bonuses.

Resources:
If the crew continues on to other jobs, resources gathered do not persist.
After a crime the gear used is hot and needs to be ditched. Resources are 
generally expected to be expendable and reasonably untraceable.

Ammunition:
Guns require bullets. Generally, in a fight, it's assumed that you reload 
when you need to and so it's not an issue. The reload tag means you must 
take specific action to reload, meaning it's narratively significant. 
This doesn't mean that ammunition is never an issue. Needing to reload 
with other weapons might still be significant and you might run out of 
ammunition altogether if the situation warrants it (say, as the result of 
a missed move). You also still need to carry all that ammunition somehow.

Equipment (notes):
Keep in mind the size and weight of weapons, equipment and other items. 
Anything you want to take with you, you gotta find some way to carry. And
if you’re lugging around bags full of guns and ammo you’re going to be 
much more noticeable than if you just walk into a bank in your streets 
with a handgun tucked under your jacket. Small things, like magnums and
grenades, will be much easier to get around than anything big like a 
sniper rifle or a rocket launcher with rockets. Also, if you’re packing a 
machine gun with ammo belts, wearing kevlar and trying to lug a 
dufflebag filled with a few million in cash, you’re probably going to be 
struggling.

Weapon Tags:

n-harm (1-harm, 2-harm, etc) inflicts this much harm.
n-armour (1-armour, 2-armour, etc) reduces harm suffered by this much.
s-harm stuns the target.

hand usable only at hand to hand range.
close usable only at close range.
far usable only at long range.
thrown the range is as far as you can throw it.

ap ignores armour, inflicting its full harm (attacks may have 
situational ap).
applied time must be taken to set it up and apply it to the target.
area affects an area and each target within that area equally.
auto may gain +area at the expense of +reload.
backblast weapon produces backblast; firing without enough clear space
behind you, or in enclosed areas may be hazardous to your health.
breach/light effective at quickly breaking through light obstacles 
such as wooden doors.
breach/heavy effective at quickly breaking through heavier obstacles, 
like solid wall or reinforced vault doors.
destructive causes serious destruction on a large scale within its area.
expend using it once means it can't be used again.
loud makes a lot of noise.
messy makes a big mess and using it is obvious; people will notice it, 
either through noise or otherwise.
reload time must specifically be taken after use to reload it.



The Extra: Inspiration and Credits

211 is a game by Jonathan Semple. It is a hack of Apocalypse World, by 
Vincent Baker.

Inspirations: Heat, Apocalypse World, Ghost Lines, Hotline Miami, 
probably a plethora of other crime films and likely a ton of shit I've 
forgotten or otherwise neglected to mention.

Playtesters: Brendan Lew, Brook Jensen, Cameron Roach, Devin Gloyn, 
Grant Jensen, Rachel Beise, Rosemary Suen, Spenser Pike, Steph Kent, 
Stephen Whitmore, and anyone else I've forgotten.

Apocalypse World
apocalypse-world.com

Me
cosr.wordpress.com

Invisible Locomotive
A small collective of people who make games.

invisiblelocomotive.tumblr.com

http://apocalypse-world.com/
http://invisiblelocomotive.tumblr.com/
http://cosr.wordpress.com/

